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Abstract
We present a class of warped extra dimension (composite Higgs) models which conjointly accom-
modates the tt¯ forward-backward asymmetry observed at the Tevatron and the direct CP asymmetry
in singly Cabibbo suppressed D decays first reported by the LHCb collaboration. We argue that
both asymmetries, if arising dominantly from new physics beyond the Standard Model, hint for a
flavor paradigm within partial compositeness models in which the right-handed quarks of the first two
generations are not elementary fields but rather composite objects. We show that this class of models
is consistent with current data on flavor and CP violating physics, electroweak precision observables,
dijet and top pair resonance searches at hadron colliders. These models have several predictions which
will be tested in forthcoming experiments. The CP asymmetry in D decays is induced through an
effective operator of the form (u¯c)V +A(s¯s)V+A at the charm scale, which implies a larger CP asym-
metry in the D0 → K+K− rate relative the D0 → pi+pi− channel. This prediction is distinctive from
other Standard Model or dipole-based new physics interpretation of the LHCb result. CP violation in
D− D¯ mixing as well as an an excess of dijet production of the LHC are also predicted to be observed
in a near future. A large top asymmetry originates from the exchange of an axial resonance which
dominantly produces left-handed top pairs. As a result a negative contribution to the lepton-based
forward-backward asymmetry in tt¯ production, as well as O(10%) forward-backward asymmetry in bb¯
production above mbb¯ ≃ 600GeV at the Tevatron is expected.
1 Introduction
The two most fundamental questions in particle physics are the origin of electroweak (EW)
symmetry breaking and the stability of the EW scale far below the energy scale associated to
gravitational interactions. It is now an exciting time where the LHC experiments are closing in
on answering the former question in the form of a 125GeV Higgs boson [1]. The latter question
is yet to be answered despite intense experimental efforts. An interesting theoretical speculation
where the EW scale is naturally low is in models where the Higgs is not an elementary field
but a composite object [2, 3]. The Higgs mass can moreover be naturally light if the Higgs
field arises as a pseudo Goldstone boson (PGB) [4]. An equivalent description of this idea is
realized in Randall–Sundrum (RS) models where the Higgs field is confined to the IR region of
a warped extra dimension [5, 6].1
This interesting framework has some predictive power. It induces modifications in the
Higgs couplings to fermions and EW gauge bosons relative the Standard Model (SM) [7] and it
implies the presence of new physics (NP) resonances [8], as well as top fermionic partners [9],
still awaiting to be discovered. Yet very little is learned a priori about the flavor sector of (and
beyond) the SM within the warped/composite framework. A similar situation is encountered in
supersymmetry where models that attempt to solve the hierarchy problem also have a limited
power in predicting the structure of the SM flavor parameters as well as that of the soft
supersymmetry breaking terms.
Existing studies on the flavor structure of RS models fall into three broad classes. (I)
Anarchy: The microscopic flavor parameters, namely five dimension (5D) fermion masses and
Yukawa couplings, are structureless (anarchic). This is the most explored case since, besides
being most general, it has a very attractive feature when considering flavor physics. This feature
consists of an integral mechanism to generate flavor hierarchies [10–12], while maintaining the
anarchic nature of the fundamental flavor parameters. In this case the SM mass hierarchies are
dictated by the relative degree of compositeness of the SM fermions. Heavy SM fermions like
the top quark are thus interpreted as mostly composite objects, while lighter SM fermions are
mostly elementary fields. The same integral mechanism also protects against large contributions
to flavor changing neutral current (FCNC) processes through a GIM-like mechanism [13, 14].
However, this so-called RS–GIM mechanism is not perfect and overly large (CP violating)
contributions in the down sector as well as electric dipole moments are induced [14, 15]. It is
worth pointing out though that the SM flavor hierarchies in masses and mixings along with a
sufficient RS–GIM suppression can be obtained in anarchic models where the hierarchy problem
is only solved up to scale much lower than the Planck scale [16]. Another mechanism based
on extending the color gauge symmetry in the bulk to SU(3)L×SU(3)R was also proposed in
Ref. [17] to suppress flavor changing contributions in the down sector.2 (II) Alignment: The
microscopic flavor parameters are anarchic, so the SM flavor puzzle is solved in a generic way,
but the 5D additional sources of flavor breaking are aligned with the 5D Yukawa interactions
in a way that down-type flavor violation is suppressed [18, 19]. Note that if the lepton sector
follows the same structure, neutrino flavor anarchy both in masses and mixings is expected [20].
(III) Minimal flavor violation (MFV): The microscopic flavor parameters are hierarchical and
realize the 4D MFV selection rules [21, 22]. The SM flavor puzzle remains unsolved but the
theory entertains a strong mechanism to suppress new sources of flavor breaking [23–26].
There is another interesting fact about the warped/composite framework. NP contribu-
tions to the EW parameters are suppressed when the SM fermions are embedded in appropriate
representations under the custodial symmetry [27, 28]. In particular, if the SM fermion weak
1We freely use in this letter the terminology of both the composite Higgs and warped extra dimension
frameworks.
2We present a fully detailed analysis of this proposal in Appendix C.
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singlets are also singlet of the custodial group it was observed that EW precision tests (EWPTs)
are very permissive, allowing for ultra composite first two generation quarks [25,26]. This sug-
gests a different theoretical approach where the fundamental flavor parameters are not anarchic
but rather display some peculiar structure. Models of this kind were proposed in the context
of class (III) and they share several possible implications. The most dramatic ones are related
to the fact that new contributions to flavor diagonal processes involve all three generations (as
opposed to the generic prediction of the anarchic framework, where only the third generation
is at play [14,29], since the first two generation quarks are mostly elementary fields). A drastic
change in the phenomenology resides in an increase in the resonance production rate [25,26,30]
and a potential sizable contribution to the tt¯ forward backward asymmetry (AFB). However,
note that flavor physics tends to be generically not very predictive in models of class (III) since
the deviation from the SM prediction are suppressed in a manner similar to how the SM itself
restrains its interaction from generating large contribution to FCNC processes.
In this work we present a new class of models, class (IV), with exhilarated flavor structures.
Those models combine ingredients of classes (II) and (III) in the sense that contributions to
various flavor changing processes are suppressed by some (implicit) mechanism of alignment
and the anarchy assumption is broken, thus allowing the first two generation singlet fields to be
composite. This new class of models has exciting implications for the collider phenomenology
related to flavor diagonal processes. Moreover large contributions to FCNC processes are pos-
sible, specifically in the weak singlet sector due to the light generation quarks’ compositeness.
Although no direct evidence of NP beyond the SM has been found so far, a few intriguing
data have recently emerged which could be interpreted as indirect manifestations of NP. Of
particular interest are (a) the anomalous forward-backward asymmetry (AFB) in top pair pro-
duction at Tevatron [31–33], and (b) the now solid evidence for CP violation (CPV) in singly
Cabibbo suppressed decays of D0 mesons (made of cu¯ valence quarks) [34–40]. It is interesting
that the current data can be interpreted as weakly hinting for flavor models of class (IV). First
of all, classes (III) and (IV) are consistent with the Tevatron’s results (a) since a large AFB
generically requires sizable NP couplings to both the top and the valence quarks [41]. Second,
class (II) and (IV) support the result (b) as the large measured value of the charm CP violating
observable ∆aCP would require large contributions to c→ u transition amplitudes if it were to
be interpreted as coming from new physics.3 Finally, we find worth pointing out that classes
(II), (III) and (IV) are all consistent with the recent observations of a large θ13 neutrino mixing
angle [44].
The main focus of this work is to interpret the data described in items (a) and (b) within
the warped/composite Higgs framework. We choose to remain agnostic about the origin of the
flavor parameters considered in this paper. Instead, we present an ansatz belonging to the new
class of models outlined above, which we shape to address the above data without conflicting
with other flavor and CP violating processes. Yet we argue that, although we do not attempt
to obtain a microscopic realization of this ansatz, the data outlined above does suggest an
interesting underlying flavor structure.
We show that the observations (a) and (b) are accommodated in models where the right-
handed quarks are composite objects. This setup is unique for it provides a unified explanation
for the observed charm CP and top forward-backward asymmetries. Moreover it differs radically
from other NP interpretations of CPV in charm decays since the latter is explained through a
four-fermion operator involving a charm, an up and a pair of strange/anti-strange quark singlets
(rather than through a chromomagnetic dipole operator as proposed in supersymmetric mod-
els [45, 46] and warped/composite models [47, 48]). This unique explanation is very predictive
and has several experimental implications. In particular, we show that an excess of dijet events
over the SM prediction, as well as CP violating D − D¯ mixings and a large CP asymmetry in
3See Refs. [42, 43] for temptative SM-like explanations.
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the D → K+K− rate are expected.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present our flavor setup within the
warped/composite framework. In Sections 3 and 4 we demonstrate that this setup accomo-
dates the large reported asymmetries in top pair production and charm decay, respectively.
Constraints from other flavor violating processes and dijet searches at the LHC are addressed
in Sections 5 and 6, respectively. We discuss in Section 7 other possible collider signatures of
the advocated flavor scenario. We finally conclude in Section 8.
2 The model
We describe here the particular setup of warped/composite models which addresses the top
and charm data. We choose to present our analysis in the warped extra dimension framework,
but similar results are obtainable in the 4D composite Higgs dual. We work in a slice of
AdS5 space-time, whose metric in conformal coordinates is ds
2 = (kz)−2 (ηµνdxµdxν − dz2)
with ηµν = diag(+ − −−) and a curvature scale k ≃ 1019GeV, thus solving the hierarchy
problem up to the Planck scale. The slice is bounded by two branes at z = R ∼ k−1 and
z = R ′ ∼TeV−1 usually referred to as the UV and IR branes, respectively [5]. In the EW
sector we consider the SU(2)L×SU(2)R×U(1)X (custodial) gauge symmetry in the bulk. This
symmetry is broken down to the SM gauge symmetry in the UV by boundary conditions, and
to the diagonal subgroup by a (2, 2)0 bulk Higgs field, H , localized towards the IR [27]. We
consider a Higgs vacuum expectation value (VEV) profile of the form 〈H(z)〉 = diag(v5, v5)/
√
2
where v5(z) ≡ vR′/R3/2
√
2(1 + β)(z/R′)2+β , with v ≃ 256GeV and β = 0, as arises in gauge-
Higgs unification models where the Higgs is realized as a PGB [49]. In the color sector we
extend the QCD gauge symmetry to SU(3)L×SU(3)R. This extended symmetry is broken
down to SU(3)V in the UV by boundary conditions and on the IR brane by the VEV of an EW
singlet scalar field φ transforming as (3, 3¯), allowing for SM quark masses to arise.4 Such a
“custodial-like” color bulk symmetry was already considered in Ref. [17] as a attempt to solve
the CP problem of anarchic RS models. We analyse in Appendix C the CPV contributions
to both K − K¯ mixing and radiative K decays arising in SU(3)L×SU(3)R models with flavor
anarchy and show that only a minor improvement relative to original anarchic RS models
can be obtained (yet at the prize of a significantly worse Higgs mass fine-tuning, as shown in
Appendix D), so that a CP problem still remains. We resort instead to alignment in the down
sector in order to evade the CPV strong constraints in the Kaon system. The SU(3)L×SU(3)R
bulk symmetry is introduced here in order to induce a large top AFB, similarly to axigluon
models in 4D [51]. The gauge field of the unbroken SU(3)V symmetry in 4D is identified to the
SM massless gluon. In addition there are two towers of massive color octet KK states. One finds
one tower of “vector” KK gluons associated with the 5D SU(3)V symmetry and another tower
of “axial” KK gluons related to the coset SU(3)L×SU(3)R/SU(3)V . We denote the lightest
vector (axial) KK resonance and its mass as G1µ (A
1
µ) and mV (mA) respectively. The mV is
commonly referred to as the KK scale. Note that the axial states are generically heavier than
the vector ones (mA & mV ) since the former receive additional contributions to their mass from
the breaking of the axial symmetry. We define t ≡ gL/gR to be the ratio between the SU(3)L
and SU(3)R 5D gauge couplings. The SM chiral fermions are embedded into 5D Dirac fermions.
We embed the quarks of the first and second generations in
QiU,D ∼ (3, 1, 2, 2¯)2/3,−1/3 , U i ∼ (1, 3¯, 1, 1)2/3 , Di ∼ (1, 3¯, 1, 1)−1/3 , (1)
4We assume that the colored PGB ∝ arg(φ) are above the few TeV range (see e.g. Ref. [50] for a related
discussion in holographic QCD) and therefore leave no imprints in the current collider data. Although a lighter
(possibly sub-TeV scale) colored PGB can be obtained, the associated collider phenomenology is outside the
scope of this paper and we leave a dedicated analysis for future works.
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where i = 1, 2 is a generation index and (L3, R3, L2, R2)X denote the representations under
SU(3)L×SU(3)R×SU(2)L×SU(2)R×U(1)X . For the third generation we “twist” the represen-
tations in the color sector relative to the first two generations,
Q3U,D ∼ (1, 3¯, 2, 2¯)2/3,−1/3 , U3 ∼ (3, 1, 1, 1)2/3 , D3 ∼ (3, 1, 1, 1)−1/3 , (2)
As we argue in Section 3 the above choice of representation allows for a positive top AFB
contribution from the axial KK gluon [51]. We assume the following representations for the
leptons
Li ∼ (1, 1, 2, 2¯)−1 , Ei ∼ (1, 1, 1, 1)−1 , (3)
where here the index i = 1, 2, 3 runs over the three generations. Note that we have embedded
all 3 generations of RH SM fermions in singlet representations of SU(2)L×SU(2)R in order
to avoid overly large non-oblique corrections to the EW parameters [25, 26]. This choice, in
turn, requires to embed each LH doublet of SM quarks into two 5D fields QU,D bi-doublet of
SU(2)L×SU(2)R [28]. We assume appropriate boundary conditions of the 5D fermion fields
(see Appendix A) such that the zero-modes are identified with the SM chiral fermions. In the
basis where bulk fermion masses are diagonal in flavor space the couplings of G1µ and A
1
µ to SM
chiral quarks are (See Appendix B.1)
gf
[
f¯γµG1µf + s(t)f¯γ
µA1µf
]
, gf ≃ gV [χ2fγf − ξ−1] , (4)
where ξ = log(R′/R), gV is the QCD KK coupling, γf ≃ 2.3/(3− 2cf ) and χ2f = (1− 2cf)/(1−
e−ξ(1−2cf )) with cf the eigenvalues of the fermion bulk mass matrices (in units of k) defined as
LC = Q¯UCQUQU + Q¯DCQDQD + U¯CUU + D¯CDD . (5)
We use the convention in which c > 1/2 (c < 1/2) corresponds to elementary (composite)
fermions. s(t) = −t for SM quarks embedded in (3, 1) of SU(3)L×SU(3)R and s(t) = t−1 for
SM quarks which belong to a (1, 3).
We will assume in the remainder of the paper the following set of parameters, which
illustrates the flavor paradigm advocated above
CQU = CQD ≃ (0.49, 0.49, 0.10) , CU ≃ (0.41, 0.40, 0.48) , CD ≃ (0.42, 0.11, 0.11) , (6)
where for simplicity we chose CQU = CQD ≡ CQ, together with
mA ≃ 1.05mV ≃ 2.1TeV , gV ≃ 4 , t ≃ 0.4 . (7)
We motivate the above choice of flavor parameters both from EWPTs and flavor physics. We
will discuss in details flavor physics considerations in Section 5. We consider now EWPTs.
A non-zero T parameter arises at loop level despite the custodial symmetry of the EW gauge
sector. At one-loop the dominant contribution is controlled by the large 5D top Yukawa. As a
result of the left-right symmetric embedding of the third generation quarks under the custodial
symmetry the loop induced T parameter is typically negative [52]. Together with a generically
positive S parameter a negative T parameter pushes the KK scale to large values, thus re-
introducing an unacceptable amount of fine-tuning of the weak scale. A way out is to make
the right-handed (RH) top quark more elementary (cU3 & 0.48), which triggers a positive T
parameter at one-loop [52]. It was shown in Ref. [25] that in such a case the KK scale can be
lowered down to O(2 TeV) provided the light SM fermions have a rather flat profile in the bulk.
The parameters’ values in Eqs. (6)-(7) are a slight deformation of the setup of Ref. [25] and we
have checked that the model outlined above is consistent with EW precision observables at the
95% confidence level.
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Moreover the above setup constitutes an illustration of flavor models of class (IV), which
displays exhilarated flavor structures. Indeed, as we argue in Section 5, most severe flavor
constraints arising from FCNC processes are satisfied thanks to alignment in the RH down and
LH up sectors, while the observed asymmetries in the up sector (top AFB and charm ∆aCP )
are reproduced within one standard deviation through composite light RH quark flavors.
Note also that for the above parameters all couplings in Eqs. (4) are individually pertur-
bative. However, the width of the A1µ state is very broad Γ
1
A ≃ 0.7mA. This signals that the
above model, yet still perturbative, is close to a non-perturbative regime. Finally note that we
have also assumed a quite degenerate KK-gluon spectrum (mA ≃ mV ) in order to enhance the
NP contributions to the top asymmetry. We justify this choice in Appendix B.2.
3 Top forward-backward asymmetry
Both Tevatron experiments reported large AFB measurements in various channels, all of them in
some tension with the SM predictions. In contrast a very good agreement with QCD was found
for the inclusive and differential tt¯ cross-section. We focus below on the inclusive asymmetry
AiFB as well as its value in the high invariant mass region (mtt¯ > 450GeV) A
450
FB , for which
the deviations from the SM expectations are most pronounced. CDF measured the inclusive
asymmetry both in the semi-leptonic [31] and dilepton [32] tt¯ channels, while D0 reported it
only in the semi-leptonic one [33]. Since these 3 measurements are consistent with each other
we chose to combine them through a weighted average, which yields
AiFB ≃ 18%± 4% (stat.+ syst.) , (8)
where the statistical and systematic errors were added in quadrature. Moreover CDF measured
a significant growth of the asymmetry with mtt¯ [31]. The same trend exists in the D0 data
although it is not very significant. Recall that the D0 measurement of A450FB is not corrected for
detector’s acceptance and efficiency and such effects can largely affect the result. For instance,
the high mass CDF value at the partonic level is about twice as large as the background
subtracted one before unfolding. We point out that applying an approximate unfolding factor
of ∼ 2 to the production level high mtt¯ AFB measurement at D0 shows better agreement with
the CDF result. Thus, we chose to combine this naively unfolded D0 data with the parton level
CDF result through a weighted average. We find
A450FB ≃ 28%± 6% (stat.+ syst.) . (9)
For the above two observables we consider the state of the art QCD+EW predictions as used
in Ref. [31], which are
Ai,SMFB = 6.6% , A
450,SM
FB = 10% . (10)
It is worth recalling that the above SM values are obtained using the next-to-leading order
(NLO) total cross-section when computing the SM AFB, while a fixed order NLO calculation
would require to use the leading order (LO) one. This results in an underestimate of ∼ O(30%)
of the SM asymmetries. Such a difference can be interpreted as the level of sensitivity of
the result to the (yet unknown) higher order corrections. Comparing Eq. (8) and Eq. (9) to
Eq. (10), NP contributions are required at the level of δAiFB ≃ 11(6)% and δA450FB ≃ 18(11)%.
The numbers in parenthesis are the NP contributions needed to reach the measured values
down by one standard deviation adding the experimental and theoretical errors in quadrature.
The good agreement of the measured cross-section with the SM expectation in turns strongly
constrains NP sources for AFB. Since our model involves NP states whose masses are above
Tevatron’s energies it is mostly constrained by the differential cross-section measurement in the
6
hard region. We choose to represent the latter by the following largemtt¯ bin σ
h
tt¯ ≡ σtt¯(700GeV <
mtt¯ < 800GeV). The corresponding CDF measurement [53]
σh,CDFtt¯ = 80± 37 fb (11)
is very well consitent with the SM prediction [54] σh,CDFtt¯ = 80± 8 fb. Therefore we require the
NP to SM cross-section ratio for this bin, Rh, not to exceed ≃ 50% in absolute value in order
to remain within one standard deviation of Eq. (11).
We consider now the contributions of the first color-octet vector and axial KK states on tt¯
AFB and invariant mass distribution at the Tevatron. We write the cross-section for top pair
production as
σtt¯ = σ
SM
tt¯ (1 +R) , where R ≡
σNPtt¯
σSMtt¯
(12)
is the ratio of NP to SM the cross-sections. The asymmetry reads AFB = A
SM
FB + δAFB, where
ASMFB is the SM prediction and δAFB denotes the NP contribution which we write as
δAFB ≡ A
NP
FB
(1 +R)
− A
SM
FB
(1 + 1/R)
, (13)
where we defined ANPFB as the ratio of the NP asymmetric cross-section to the SM symmetric
one; The second term in Eq. (13) arises from a deviation in the symmetric cross-section relative
to the SM. We chose to express the observables in terms of NP to SM ratios of cross-section in
order to minimize the impact of the unknown NLO corrections to the NP contributions. We
argue that the NP to SM ratios evaluated at LO would constitute a good approximation to
equivalent ratios at NLO since the Lorentz and gauge structures of the NP is similar to that of
QCD. We thus compute R and ANPFB at LO and we use the most accurate prediction available
for the SM expectations ASMFB and σ
SM
tt¯ .
We proceed as follows to derive the NP contributions to the above top observables arising
from the model defined in Section 2. Since the relevant KK resonances have masses of O(2 TeV)
their effects on tt¯ observables at Tevatron are well described in terms of the following effective
Lagrangian5
Lt¯teff =
c8V
Λ2
O8V +
c8A
Λ2
O8A +
c8V A
Λ2
O8V A +
c8AV
Λ2
O8AV (14)
where
O8V = (u¯γµT au)(t¯γµT at) , (15)
O8A = (u¯γµγ5T au)(t¯γµγ5T at) , (16)
O8V A = (u¯γµT au)(t¯γµγ5T at) , (17)
O8AV = (u¯γµγ5T au)(t¯γµT at) . (18)
We use the expressions in Ref. [41] to relate Ai,NPFB , A
450,NP
FB and Ri,450,h to the Wilson coefficients
of the operators listed in Eqs. (15)-(18). Ri and R450 are the NP to SM cross-section ratios at
the inclusive level and for large invariant masses satisfying mtt¯ > 450GeV, respectively. Note
that only O8V,A interfere with the parity even leading order QCD amplitude and their effects are
thus expected to dominate. We focus only on these two interfering operators to derive some
simple relations valid at O(αs/Λ2); our numerical results include all effects up to O(1/Λ4). O8V
5We choose to work in a vector/axial basis for convenience. See also Refs. [55–57] for similar effective field
theory analysis in an SU(2)L invariant basis.
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contributes to the symmetric cross-section and O8A only contributes to the asymmetry. We find
the following expressions for their corresponding Wilson coefficients
C8V,A ≡
c8V,A
Λ2
= −(gQ1 ± gU1) (gQ3 ± gU3)
4m2V
+
(gQ1t∓ gU1t−1) (gQ3t−1 ∓ gU3t)
4m2A
. (19)
A positive C8A yields a positive AFB contribution at the interference level [41]. Note that in
the absence of the axial KK gluon (mA ≫ mV ) the asymmetry contribution is positive and
maximal when the KK gluon couples only to up and top of opposite chiralities, uL and tR or
uR and tL. In both cases C
8
A ≃ −C8V and the KK gluon distords the symmetric cross-section
as much as it contributes to AFB. At O(αs/Λ2) we find approximately [41]
δA450FB ≃ −0.2Rh , (20)
where Rh < 0 for C
8
A > 0. Hence, requiring that the deviation relative to the SM for the high
mtt¯ bin is less than 50% results in an upper bound on the asymmetry of δA
450
FB . 10%. Although
this is the right order of magnitude to explain the data, this value is only obtained through
an overly large up quark compositeness conflicting with dijet seaches. This is understood as
follows. δA450FB ∼ 10% requires C8A ∼ 0.5/TeV2 [41]. In order to minimize the dijet contribution
we assume C8A ≃ gU1gQ3/4m2V so that NP dijet events are induced by only one light quark flavor
(RH up). Under the small dijet contribution requirement, the large AFB implies a maximal top
coupling and a low KK scale. EWPTs allowmV ≃ 2TeV with cQ3 ≃ 0 [25]. This yields gQ3 . 5,
where we took the 5D gauge coupling to saturate its perturbative value gV . 4π/
√
3 ∼ 7, and
gU1 & 1.6. This implies a rather low compositeness scale for the RH up quark , which is a
factor of ∼ 2 below the bound imposed by present experimental constraints [58]. Dijet searches
therefore impose gU1 . 1 and so δA
450
FB . 5%. This demonstrates the need to introduce
another source of AFB in warped/composite models. We show in Fig. 1 that a sufficiently large
asymmetry is induced in complete agreement with EWPT, flavor and dijet constraints for the
model defined in Section 2. The various points in Fig. 1 are obtained by varying randomly cQ1
and cU3 around the values in Eq. (6), while other flavor parameters are adjusted to reproduce
the CKM mixing angles as well as the SM quark masses. In particular, we see that cQ3 < 0,
which leads to δA450FB & 10%, is excluded by flavor physics. The maximal AFB contribution
above mtt¯ > 450GeV is obtained for the parameters in Eqs. (6)-(7), which yield δA
450
FB ≃ 10%.
For the same parameters, we also find δAiFB ≃ 4%, which is about 1.3σ below the measurement,
and a small contribution to the tt¯ distribution at Tevatron of |Rh| ≃ 25%. We also find that
the charge asymmetry at the 7 TeV LHC is consistent with the ATLAS [59] and CMS [60]
measurements both at the inclusive and differential levels.
4 CP violating charm decays
Recently the LHCb collaboration reported the first evidence [34] for a non-zero value of the
difference between the time-integrated CP asymmetries in the decays D0 → K+K− and D0 →
π+π−, respectively denoted by aKKCP and a
ππ
CP . Combined with other measurements of these CP
asymmetries [35–40], the present world average is
∆aCP ≡ aKKCP − aππCP = −(0.74± 0.15)% , (21)
which is ≃ 4.9σ away from zero. We assume that this result is dominated by NP. We argue that
this new CP violating effect may have interesting implications for new physics searches at the
LHC. In particular we demonstrate that in models where ∆aCP is accomodated by s-channel
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Figure 1: δA450FB as function of cQ3 assuming other parameters fixed to the values in Eqs. (6)-
(7). The points correspond to different values of cQ1 and cU3 which we randomly varied in
cQ1 ∈ [0.47, 0.53], and cU3 ∈ [0.4, 0.49]. All points are consistent with EWPTs. Orange points
satisfy all CP concerving (CPC) flavor violation bounds but violate at least one CPV flavor
bound. Blue points satisfy all CPC and CPV flavor violation bounds, whereas black point
satisfy neither of them.
FCNCs the strong constraint from D−D¯ mixing combined with constraints from dijets searches
at the LHC implies that the NP source of CPV is only at play in the K+K− channel.
The NP contribution to ∆aCP are fully parameterized by a complete set of ∆C = 1 effective
operators at the charm scale. As shown in Ref. [61] only a few operators accomodate the LHCb
result without conflicting with present bounds from eitherD−D¯ mixing or ǫ′/ǫK . A particularly
interesting way to induce direct CPV in charm decay is through a chromomagnetic dipole
operator, a possibility already broadly discussed in a supersymmetric context in Refs. [45, 46]
and also in Refs. [47,48] in warped/composite models. We focus here on another attractive NP
path towards charm CPV which relies on the following part of the ∆C = 1 effective Lagrangian
L∆C=1eff ⊃
∑
q=u,d,s
1
Λq 2aCP
O8u¯cq¯q + h.c. where O8u¯cq¯q = (u¯RγµT acR)(q¯RγµT aqR). (22)
There is another independent color contraction for each operator above. Since we match both
the axial and vector KK gluons to the Lagrangian Eq. (22) we assume implicitly below a color
octet contraction. Note however that the nuclear matrix elements for the ∆C = 1 operators
in Eq. (22) are unknown such that it is not possible to differentiate the effect of a singlet
contraction from that of a octet one. Given that the observation of CPV is only significant
in the difference of CP asymmetries any of the operators in Eq. (22) can generate the ∆aCP
measurement. Because only RH quark currents are involved the above operators do not lead
to overly large flavor violation in the down-type quark sector and are thus safe from the strong
ǫ′/ǫK constraint [61]. The experimental result in Eq. (21) suggests a scale of [61]
ΛqaCP ≃ 13TeV (23)
for any q = u, d, s. The scale above comes with an O(1) uncertainty due to the unknown
hadronic matrix elements relevant to the D0 → π+π− and D0 → K+K− decays [61].
We now show that in NP models where O8u¯cq¯q arises from a heavy state exchanged in the
s-channel the ∆aCP measurement has an immediate implication for flavor and CP conserving
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observables at the TeV scale. Indeed, in this case, the same NP producing the Lagrangian
Eq. (22) will also give rise to the following ∆C = 2 Lagrangian
L∆C=2eff ⊃
1
Λ2u¯c
O8u¯c + h.c. with O8u¯c =
1
2
(u¯RγµT
acR)
2 (24)
as well as the flavor conserving “compositeness” four-fermion interactions
L∆C=0eff ⊃
∑
q=u,d,s
1
Λ2qq
O8qq with O8qq =
1
2
(q¯RγµT
aqR)
2 (25)
where the following relation among the corresponding operator scales is predicted
ΛqaCP ≃
√
ΛqqΛu¯c . (26)
The operator O8u¯c = 13O1u¯c, where O1u¯c ≡ 12(u¯RγµcR)2, contributes to D − D¯ mixing. Assuming
a maximal CPV phase the corresponding scale is therefore severely constrained. The present
bound on O1u¯c (see e.g. Ref. [62]) implies
Λu¯c & 490TeV . (27)
We used the bound on the real part of the Wilson coefficient of O1u¯c, although the bound on the
CP violating part is stronger. This choice is conservative in the sense that the bound on the
imaginary part may be relaxed if indeed there is an active NP source of CPV at play in the D
system, as the ∆aCP measurement suggests. The flavor conserving operator Oqq characterizes
the degree of compositeness of the light quark flavors. Using Eqs. (23) and (27) the relation
Eq. (26) implies
Λq¯q . 350GeV . (28)
The widly separated scales of ∆C = 2 and ∆C = 1 processes, given in Eq. (27) and Eq. (23)
respectively, thus generically requires a very low compositeness scale for the light quark flavors.
We call this effect the new physics “charm seesaw”. For the valence quarks q = u, d a compos-
iteness scale of ∼ 300GeV is already excluded by dijet searches at the Tevatron [63,64]. Quark
compositeness is also probed through dijet searches at the LHC [65,66]. Present dijet searches
at ATLAS and CMS are consistent with SM predictions and the uR and dR compositeness
scale is constrained to be Λuu & 2.1TeV and Λdd & 1.5TeV, respectively [58]. On the other
hand dijet searches are less sensitive to contact interactions involving the strange quark since
the latter has a suppressed parton distribution function (PDF) inside a proton. We show in
Section 6 that dijets production from the operator Oss at a scale Λss ∼ 300GeV is consistent
with the current LHC data. We conclude that an O8u¯cs¯s operator induced by a s-channel ex-
changed heavy octet can accomodate the ∆aCP measurement without conflicting with present
constraints from D − D¯ mixing, ǫ′/ǫK and dijet searches.
The NP scenario for ∆aCP outlined above has several generic predictions both for charm
and high pT physics. All of them can be tested in the near futur. First of all, since only the
strange quark is very composite CPV is predicted to be mostly at work in the D0 → K+K−
channel, a prediction soon to be tested by flavor experiments by measuring the CP asymmetries
for each channel individually. To the best of our knowledge this prediction is unique and differs
from all other proposed explanation of ∆aCP based on either SM-like CPV sources [43] or
NP contributions from CPV chromomagnetic dipoles [45–48]. Second, assuming a maximal
NP phase CPV is expected to be observed in D − D¯ mixing in the near future. Finally the
very composite strange quark required by this scenario would leave an imprint in the angular
distribution of dijets produced at the LHC, a signature which should be visible in the 8 TeV
run.
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The composite models analysed in this paper are of the type outlined above. The situation
is however slightly different when the axial KK gluon is included in the spectrum since in
this case the Lagrangian Eq. (22) receives contributions from two resonances, the KK vector
and axial gluons. As described in Section 5, the two resonances have different flavor violating
couplings to quarks due to the different SU(3)L×SU(3)R embedding of the third generation
relative to the the first two. Using the flavor ansatz oulined in Section 5 we have checked that
the scale of CPV in charm decay can be as low as ΛsaCP ≃ 26TeV in exhilarated flavor RS
models, while all flavor constraints from ∆F = 2 processes are satisfied and A450FB ∼ 10%. The
above scale is larger than the scale required in Eq. (23). However, given the large uncertainties
in the relevant hadronic matrix element, the NP contribution to CPV in charm decays can be
sufficiently large to accommodate the ∆aCP measurement. Furthermore the new CPV phase
inducing ∆aCP is also at play in D− D¯ mixing. As argued above the bound on CP conserving
D−D¯ mixing is typically saturated in order to reduce the RH strange compositeness. Therefore,
under the assumption that the new phase is maximal, our model predicts that CPV in D − D¯
mixing should be observed in the near future. As a result the bound on CPV in D− D¯ mixing
would be relaxed. Under all the above requirements but removing constraint from CP violating
D − D¯ mixing (see Table 1), we find that a minimal scale of ΛsaCP ≃ 19TeV in exhilarated
flavor RS models, which yields a ∆aCP value within one standard deviation.
5 Flavor physics constraints
The huge improvement over the recent years in the determination of the CKM matrix elements
and in the constraints on new physics sources of flavor changing neutral current (FCNC) pro-
cesses strongly restrict the flavor structure of NP at the TeV scale. Tree level exchange of
KK states between partially composite light quarks can mediate dangerous ∆F = 2 processes
in the form of meson-antimeson mixing. These effects are generally described using an EFT
expansion at the appropriate meson scale. The effective Lagrangian relevant to our analysis is
L∆F=2eff ⊃
∑
i
ci
Λ2
Oi + c
′
i
Λ2
O′i (29)
where the sum runs over the following operators
O1 = q¯jαL γµqiαL q¯jβL γµqiβL , (30)
O4 = q¯jαR qiαL q¯jβL qiβR , (31)
where qi denotes the SM quark field of flavor i (with i 6= j) and α, β are color indices. Primed
operators are obtained by the replacement L→ R. We match the Wilson coefficients C i ≡ ci/Λ2
and C i′ ≡ c′i/Λ2 to the vector and axial KK gluon resonances and we determine the quark
compositeness and the Yukawa coupling structure which satisfy both flavor and dijet constraints
and address the flavor anomalies considered in the previous sections.
Although we set by hand the flavor parameters of the model in order to reproduce the
experimental results, we argue that the data points towards a certain flavor structure. To a
good approximation this structure consists in a 4D alignment with SM mass matrices of the
right-handed (RH) down-quark and left-handed (LH) up-quark sectors, whereas the RH up-
quark and LH down-quark sectors are misaligned. We show below how such a flavor structure
is consistent with flavor (and CP) violating observables.
We define the flavor basis as the basis where the fermion bulk masses are diagonal in flavor
space. The mass matrices of the SM-like zero modes in the flavor basis are
MU ∝ F †QUYUFU , MD ∝ F †QDYDFD , (32)
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where FX = diag(χX1 , χX2 , χX3) with X = QU , QD, U,D. The basis in whichMU,D are diagonal
is referred to as the mass basis. The flavor and mass basis are connected by a set of unitary
transformations VX of the zero-mode quark fields X, such that
diag(mu, mc, mt) = V
†
QU
MUVU , diag(md, ms, mb) = V
†
QD
MDVD . (33)
The CKM matrix is VCKM = V
†
QU
VQD . The 4D alignment advocated above leads to VD ≃ 13×3
and VQU ≃ 13×3.
Besides the fermion bulk masses defined in Eq. (6) we consider the following values for the
5D Yukawa coupling matrices defined in the flavor basis6
LY = Q¯UYUHU + Q¯DYDHD + h.c. (34)
with appropriate gauge and flavor contractions and
YU =

 −2.9× 10−4 2.1× 10−2 −0.21−1.9× 10−3 8.6× 10−2 −0.82
1.2× 10−2 1.2× 10−2 4.2

 , (35)
YD =

 3.6× 10−2 0.21 0.10−1.8× 10−2 0.41 0.16
−1.0× 10−5 −1.0× 10−3 4.1

× 10−2 . (36)
We implicitly assume that all CP violating phases other than the KM phase are maximal. This
defines completely the 5D flavor parameters of the model. Using the usual parametrization
for 3×3 rotation matrices, the above flavor parameters lead to the following mixing angles
(θ12QU , θ
23
QU
, θ31QU ) ≃ (15◦,−2◦,−0.5◦) and (θ12U , θ23U , θ31U ) ≃ (0.29◦, 0.3◦, 0.3◦). We have checked
that misalignment induced at leading order by Y †DYD and YUY
†
U matrices are small, so that
the flavor structure argued above is radiatively stable. We demonstrate below that this ansatz
satisfies the flavor constraints from ∆F = 2 processes and induces a large enough contribution
to ∆aCP .
The vector and axial KK gluon couplings to quarks in the mass basis are needed in order
to match the Wilson coefficients C i to the warped model defined above. Recall these couplings
in the flavor basis are
GXV = diag(gX1 , gX2, gX3) , G
X
A = diag(sX1(t)gX1 , sX2(t)gX2 , sX3(t)gX3) , (37)
respectively, with GQUV,A = G
QD
V,A thanks to SU(2)L symmetry. Notice that sXi(t) is chirality and
flavor dependent due to the embedding under the strong gauge symmetries defined in Eqs. (1)
and (2). The KK gluons couplings to quarks in the mass basis are
GXmassV,A = V
†
XG
X
V,AVX , (38)
or, more explicitly,
GXmassV ij = V
2i∗
X V
2j
X (gX2 − gX1) + V 3i∗X V 3jX (gX3 − gX1) , (39)
G
QU,D mass
A ij = −tV 2i∗QU,DV 2jQU,D(gQ2U,D − gQ1U,D) + V 3i∗QU,DV
3j
QU,D
(
t−1gQ3
U,D
+ tgQ1
U,D
)
, (40)
GU,DmasA ij = t
−1V 2i∗U,DV
2j
U,D(gU2,D2 − gU1,D1)− V 3i∗U,DV 3jU,D
(
tgU3,D3 + t
−1gU1,D1
)
, (41)
6The φ VEV insertion is understood wherever required by gauge invariance. We further assumed that φ is
a localized field on the IR brane. We checked that taking φ to propagate in the bulk, while remaining peaked
towards the IR brane, leads to similar quantitative results.
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Wilson coefficient Matched value Bound on coupling
(in units of [g2V /m
2
V ]) Re Im
C1K
1
6
[
(GQDmassV 21 )
2 + δ−1(GQD massA 21 )
2
]
1.2× 10−3 7.7× 10−5
C4K G
QDmass
V 21 G
Dmass
V 21 + δ
−1GQD massA 21 G
Dmass
A 21 2.8× 10−5 1.6× 10−6
C1D
1
6
[
(GQU massV 21 )
2 + δ−1(GQU massA 21 )
2
]
1.0× 10−3 4.2× 10−4
C4D G
QU mass
V 21 G
U mass
V 21 + δ
−1GQU massA 21 G
U mass
A 21 8.1× 10−5 3.3× 10−5
C1Bd
1
6
[
(GQDmassV 31 )
2 + δ−1(GQD massA 31 )
2
]
2.4× 10−3 1.3× 10−3
C4Bd G
QDmass
V 31 G
Dmass
V 31 + δ
−1GQD massA 31 G
Dmass
A ,31 2.6× 10−4 1.4× 10−4
C1Bs
1
6
[
(GQDmassV 32 )
2 + δ−1(GQD massA 32 )
2
]
1.1× 10−2
C4Bs G
QDmass
V 32 G
Dmass
V 32 + δ
−1GQD massA 32 G
Dmass
A 32 1.4× 10−3
Table 1: Bounds on flavor violating couplings from ∆F = 2 processes. The first and sec-
ond columns show the Wilson coefficient of the relevant four-fermion operators and the their
matched values, respectively. The last column presents the bounds on the corresponding com-
bination of flavor violating couplings (derived using the bounds presented in Ref. [62]) assuming
gV /mV = 2/TeV. The Wilson coefficients C
1′ are obtained from C1 through the replacements
QU → U and QD → D.
Notice that the axial KK gluon couplings are non-diagonal in flavor space, even for universal
5D masses. This is reminiscent of the twisting of the third generation under the strong gauge
symmetries which breaks explicitly the flavor symmetries. This new source of flavor violation is
absent for the vector KK gluon couplings, which are flavor conserving for universal 5D masses.
We summarize in Table 1 the expressions for the matched Wilson coefficients and we derive the
bounds on the appropriate combination of vector and axial flavor violating couplings using the
results of Ref. [62] and gV /mV ≃ 2/TeV following from Eq. (7). We discuss flavor violation in
the up-type and down-type sectors separately.
5.1 Flavor violation in the up-sector
We consider here the constraints from D meson mixing as well as the implications of the sizable
CPV in charm decay induced in our model. As argued in Section 4, a large NP source of CPV
in charm decays is desired from the RH sector, without conflicting with the constraints from
D − D¯ mixing. Both effects are driven by the flavor violating couplings defined above which
involve the up and charm quarks. Direct CPV requires a sizable coupling GU massV,A 21 in the RH
sector, while flavor constraints in the D system put severe bounds on the couplings GU massV,A 21
and GQUmassV,A 21 in the RH and LH, respectively. In order to maximize direct CPV we assume C
1′
D
saturates the bound by taking GU massV,A 21 ∼ O(10−3). This, in turn, requires GQU massV,A 21 . O(10−5)
to comply with the bounds on C4D, while the bounds on C
1
D are much less stringent.
We detail now the implications on other flavor violating observables of the above choice of
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couplings. Equations. (39)-(41) show that there are different types of flavor violating sources
present in the couplings with the vector and axial KK gluons. Those are flavor non-universality
of the fermion bulk masses, misalignement between FQU (FU) and YUY
†
U (Y
†
UYU) and the twisting
of the third generation relative to the first two generations under SU(3)L×SU(3)R. As argued
in Section 3 a large top AFB typically requires t < 1 together with a sizable Q
3
U compositeness.
Thus the above upper bound on GQUmassA 21 limits the degree of misalignment in the LH up-quark
sector. From the second term of Eq. (40), for gQ3
U,D
∼ O(1), we obtain:
V 32∗QU V
31
QU
. O(10−6) . (42)
This estimate shows that, for our benchmark point, D physics requires the mixings between
the LH quarks of the first two generation and tL to be small. The first term of Eq. (39) also
potentially induces overly large flavor violation. We choose to suppress these effects through
degenerate bulk masses cQ1
U
= cQ2
U
. We choose flavor non-universal cui in order to induce the
mixing angle satisfying GU massV,A 21 ∼ O(10−3). It is straightforward to check that the ansatz stated
above for the flavor parameters is consistent with the flavor structure (LH up-quark alignment
at leading order) advocated for the up-sector.
5.2 Flavor violation in the down-sector
We discuss here the constraints on flavor and CP violation in the B and Kaon systems. As
argued in the previous subsection, constraints on D − D¯ mixing require tiny mixing angle
between the first two and the third generation in the LH up-sector, VQU ∼ 13×3. VQD must then
be close to the CKM matrix, which could lead to large FCNCs in the down sector, especially
when sR and bR are composite. We first discuss constraints from Kaon physics. We note that
NP contributions to K − K¯ mixing and Kaon decay from RH down currents are suppressed
through alignment. However, the LH down mixing angles, being of CKM size, could lead to
overly large contributions to ǫK and ǫ
′/ǫK . We choose to suppress these NP contributions
through degeneracy by taking cQ1
U,D
= cQ2
U,D
. There is therefore no tension with Kaon physics
in our setup. As argued this is only possible thanks to the peculiar flavor structure of the down
sector. This situation radically differs from the anarchic approach, which we study in detail in
Appendix C.
We move now to discuss NP effects in B physics. Since VQD is close to the CKM matrix,
dangerous corrections to the strongly constrained Bd and Bs mixings can be induced. Moreover,
notice that the large degree of Q3U compositeness and t < 1 required by a large top AFB, typically
enhance NP contributions to C1Bd and C
1
Bs, which are then controlled by (gQ3D/t)
2 according to
Eq. (40). Therefore contraints from B−B¯ mixing restrict the degree of Q3U compositeness, thus
introducing some tension between B physics and top AFB. This tension is illustrated in Fig. 1
where δA450FB is plotted as a function of cQ3 (assuming benchmark values for the other relevant
parameters). For instance, the region with cQ3 < 0 leading to δA
450
FB & 10%, is excluded by
flavor physics.
6 Dijet searches at the LHC
Dijet production is a simple channel to look for NP at hadron colliders. In particular, dijet
searches are sensitive to NP states which couple sizably to light quark flavors (or gluons).
Therefore these searches are typically powerful in constraining models devised for the top AFB
whose large measured value does require non-negligible NP couplings to up (or down) quarks.
In cases where the NP states are heavy enough to avoid on-shell production at colliders, dijet
searches can still be constraining indirectly this NP by studying the dijet angular distribution.
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The reason is that heavy NP (not necessarily off-shell) produces relatively isotropic dijets
as compared to QCD which preferentially produces dijets in the forward regions. A useful
angular variable employed to discriminate NP dijets from the QCD background is χ ≡ e2y,
where y is the jet rapidity in the partonic center-of-mass frame. This variable is useful in that
the QCD background is approximately evenly distributed in χ, while the heavy NP events
populate the low χ region as shown on Fig. 3. Since the present dijet angular distribution is
consistent with the SM shape the experimental data put bounds on the heavy NP interactions
involving light quarks. The CMS analysis is based directly on the dσjj/dχ distributions for
various bins of dijet invariant masses [65]. ATLAS uses a slightly different angular function
Fχ(mjj) ≡ σjj(χ < 3.3)/σjj(χ < 30), which exploits the same kinematical difference but by
measuring the ratio of central to forward dijet events for various invariant masses [66]. We
evaluate below the dijet angular distribution for the warped model defined in Section 2, as well
as for the set of effective operators arising in models where the NP states responsible for the
top and charm anomalies is not directly produced at the 7TeV LHC. All cross-sections are
computed at the partonic level and at leading order in the QCD coupling.
We argued in Sections 3 and 4 that accomodating the top and charm anomalies through
four-fermi contact interactions in partially composite models requires some of the light quark
flavors to be rather composite. In particular the sR, cR and uR quarks have large couplings
to color octet KK resonances, potentially in tension with dijet searches. The RH up quark
compositeness is most severely constrained through uu→ uu transitions. Dijet searches are less
sensitive to the RH strange and charm quark compositeness since these quarks have suppressed
PDFs relative to the (valence) up quark. We show in Fig. 2 the angular distribution of dijet at
the LHC running at 7TeV as predicted by the warped model defined in Section 2. The model
appears in tension with the current dijet data, especially in the 2TeV. mjj . 3TeV region.
We stress however that the ignored next-to-leading order corrections tend to reduce the NP
contributions to the dijet cross-section by ∼ O(20%) [65, 67]. Moreover, a large fraction of
NP events are ss¯ dijets (mediated by the axial KK gluon) which might enjoy lower detector’s
acceptance. Both effects might relax the tension with the current dijet data.
We now present a more generic analysis which is relevant to NP models where the new
states responsible for the top and charm anomalies are heavy enough not to be produced on-
shell at the 7TeV LHC. In this case, the dominant NP contributions to dijet production arises
from following effective Lagrangian
Ljjeff =
c8uu
Λ2uu
O8uu +
c8ss
Λ2ss
O8ss +
c8us
Λ2us
O8us , (43)
where
O8uu =
1
2
(u¯Rγ
µT auR)
2 , (44)
O8ss =
1
2
(s¯Rγ
µT asR)
2 , (45)
O8us = (u¯RγµT auR)(s¯RγµT asR) . (46)
We normalize the Wilson coefficients in Eq. (43) as ci = ±1. Contact interactions involving the
charm quark field would also arise. The suppressed charm quark PDF relative to up quarks
together with the relatively low degree of compositeness required by the charm CPV anomaly
makes its contributions to dijet production subdominant. We thus ignore four-fermion interac-
tions involving the charm quark. We assume that NP state giving rise the Lagrangian Eq. (43)
is exchanged in the s-channel so the relation between the operator scales Λus =
√
ΛuuΛss holds
and c8us = c
8
uu = c
8
ss = −1. We calculated analytically, up to O(1/Λ4), the relevant partonic
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Figure 2: Fχ variable as a function of the dijet invariant mass mjj as analysed by ATLAS [66]
at the 7 TeV LHC. The solid blue (dashed red) line is the distribution predicted by the model
defined in Section 2 (without) including the first axial resonance, while the dotted black like
corresponds to the QCD background. The green shaded areas denote the experimental errors
at one standard deviation.
matrix elements which arise from the Lagrangian Eq. (43)7 and we used MSTW [70] parton
distribution functions (PDFs) at LO to compute the hadronic cross-sections leading to dijet
production. As argued in Section 3 the measured AFB requires a large coupling of RH up quarks
to the NP resonance. We thus assume that the uR compositeness scale saturates the bound from
current dijet searches. Since neither CMS nor ATLAS provided a full analysis of the operator
O8uu we derive an approximate bound on the latter by requiring that the shape of the angular
distribution is not more distorted than in the presence of the operator +2π/Λ2LL(q¯Lγ
µqL)
2, with
qL the first generation LH quark doublet, whose scale is set to the 95%CL bound reported by
CMS ΛLL = 8TeV. We find Λuu & 1.8TeV for c
8
uu = −1. This bound is in agreement with the
result of Ref. [58]. As argued above the charm seesaw between the ∆aCP measurement and the
bound on D − D¯ mixing requires Λss . 350GeV. Dijet invariant masses up to mjj ≃ 3TeV
were probed so far at the LHC. We stress that the integrated out NP must have a strong, yet
still pertubative, coupling to RH strange quarks in order to induce the O8ss operator at such
a low scale. We plot in Fig. 3 the angular distribution analysis by CMS which results from
the contact interactions Eq. (43) set at the scales Λuu ≃ 1.8TeV, Λss ≃ 350GeV and hence
Λus ≃ 800GeV. Although the scales of O8us and O8ss are low their contributions to dijet pro-
duction are still suppressed enough thanks to the suppressed strange quark PDF. We conclude
from this analysis that for heavy NP not accessible at the 7TeV LHC the parameter space
accomodating top AFB and ∆aCP is consistent with the present dijet data.
7Our matrix element expressions agree with those of Ref. [68]. Notice that some of the matrix elements in
Refs. [69] are erroneous since inconsistent with the crossing symmetry.
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Figure 3: dσ/dχ distributions as analysed by CMS [65] at the 7 TeV LHC for 2.4TeV < mjj <
3TeV (down) and mjj > 3TeV (top); A shift on the y-axis of +0.4 and +0.5, respectively, is
understood. The red, blue and orange lines include the contribution of the contact interactions
in Eq. (43) at a scale of (Λuu,Λus,Λss) = (1.8, 0.8, 0.35) TeV respectively with negative Wilson
coefficients, while the dashed black line is the QCD only LO expectation. For the sake of
comparison the dotted black lines are the predictions from the operator +2π/Λ2LL(q¯Lγ
µqL)
2
with qL the first generation LH doublet whose scale is set to the 95%CL bound reported by
CMS ΛLL = 8TeV. The green shaded areas denote the experimental errors at one standard
deviation.
7 Other collider signatures
7.1 tt¯ spectrum at the LHC
We discuss here the signature of the vector and axial KK gluon resonances for the differential
cross-section of tt¯ production at the LHC. Figure 4 shows the expected spectrum as predicted by
the benchmark parameters in Eqs. (6)-(7) for the current LHC run at 8 TeV. The vector gluon
has a relatively narrow width of ∼ 0.2mV , whereas the axial KK gluon is typically much broader
with a width of ∼ 0.7mA which arises mostly from its large couplings to the first composite
light RH quarks as well as to tL and bL. Since the two resonances are quite degenerate, such
a broad axial gluon masks completely the bump the narrower vector gluon would leave in the
tt¯ spectrum. Such a broadly spread NP signal will probably be hard to pick with resonance
searches techniques developed for boosted tops [71]. Even if so our tt¯ signal may still probably
be tested by measurements of the integrated cross-section tail above a certain high invariant
mass. For instance, we find that integrating our predicted distribution above mtt¯ > 1TeV yields
an ehancement factor of ≃ 1.5 over the SM cross-section. Such a measurement was actually
already carried by the CMS experiement in their all hadronic boosted top sample [72] where
they bounded such an ehnancement to be < 2.6 at 95%CL. Our signal may be in reach of LHC
8 TeV.
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Figure 4: Differential cross section for top pair production at the LHC 8 TeV as predicted by
the benchmark parameters in Eqs. (6)-(7). The solid blue line is the SM+NP mtt¯ distribution
when both the vector and axial KK gluons are present, while the dashed red line shows the
spectrum obtained by the SM and the vector KK gluon only (mA ≫ mV ); the dotted black
line is the SM QCD expectation alone.
7.2 Bottom and lepton-based top AFB at the Tevatron
The dominant production mechanism for top AFB is through u¯RuR → t¯LtL. This is a direct
consequence of the EWPTs which forces the RH tops to be rather elementary. Since LH tops
are dominantly produced a potentially sizable charge asymmetry in bottom pair production is
also expected. Such a measurement is currently performed by the CDF collaboration which
the expected sensitivity was reported in Ref. [73]. We show on Fig. 5 the prediction of our
model for the benchmark parameters of Eqs. (6)-(7). For mbb¯ . 200GeV, which is the regime
to be probed first by CDF the expected AFB is rather small, typically less than O(1%). This
small value is mostly due the fact that the O(2 TeV) vector and axial KK gluons are almost
totally decoupled at these low energies. An interestingly large asymmetry of O(10%) is however
predicted at invariant masses above mbb¯ & 600GeV, a regime possibly in reach by the Tevatron
experiments. Furthermore we show that most of this NP asymmetry in bottom pair production
is supported by the axial state.
The forward-backward charged lepton (or lepton-based) asymmetry in tt¯ production at the
Tevatron is a useful discriminant in order to better characterize the NP source explaining to
the top AFB [74–76]. In particular, the lepton-based asymmetry near the tt¯ threshold directly
probes the chiralities of the initial qq¯ pair [75]. Since NP AFB contributions here originate
from RH up quark/antiquark collisions, a negative contribution to the lepton-based asymmetry
is expected near threshold. At higher tt¯ invariant masses (mtt¯ & 1TeV) the produced tops
become ultra-relativistic and valuable informations about their chiralities (or helicities) can be
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Figure 5: AFB in bb¯ production at the Tevatron as predicted by the model defined in Section 2.
Blue lines show the asymetry arising in the case where both the vector and axial KK gluons
are present in the spectrum, while red ones are the predictions of the vector KK gluon only
(mA ≫ mV ). Dashed curves show corresponding predictions assuming a fully composite bR
(cD3 ≃ −0.5). The green bars illustrate the expected sensitivity of the forthcoming CDF
measurement at low mbb¯ (see e.g. Ref. [73]).
inferred from the kinematics of their decay products. In particular, when approaching the KK
gluon resonances, we expect from the produced LH top pairs a softer lepton and a harder b-jet
pT spectra relative to the SM tt¯ production [77].
8 Conclusions
We showed that the top forward-backward and charm CP asymmetries can be accommodated
conjointly within warped extra dimension or partial compositeness models, provided RH quarks
of the first two generations are composite fields. This feature constitutes a common microscopic
origin for both asymmetries in this framework. It is remarkable that the two observables can be
explained through sizable NP contributions without conflicting with the colossal amount of data
currently at disposal on flavor physics, EWPTs, dijet and tt¯ resonance searches at the LHC. Yet,
the flavor “paradigm” advocated in this paper is very predictive. If indeed both top AFB and
charm ∆aCP originate from NP, we showed that the following predictions are soon to be tested
by the LHC experiments. First of all, since the observed charm direct CPV is induced through
a four-fermion operator of the form (u¯c)V+A(s¯s)V+A a significantly larger CP asymmetry in the
D → K+K− rate than in the D → π+π− one is expected. This is in contrast with both SM-like
and chromomagnetic dipole-based NP explanations which predicts aππCP & a
KK
CP . Measurements
of the individual rate asymmetries (and also possibly of other radiative decays [78]) at flavor
factories will provide a clear test of the type of contributions leading to the now well established
CPV effect reported in ∆aCP . The O(10 )TeV scale of the above four-fermion operator requires
both a saturated NP bound on CP conserving D − D¯ mixing and composite (RH) strange
quark. ∆aCP implies sizable CPV in D − D¯ mixing (assuming a maximal CPV phase in the
up sector) as well as an excess of dijets at the LHC. Both effects are expected to be observed
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by forthcoming measurements at the LHC. The top AFB is induced through tree-level exchange
of KK gluon resonances. If the SM expectation is not significantly enhanced by NNLO QCD
corrections, we argued that the large asymmetry reported by Tevatron’s experiments cannot
be accomodated in composite Higgs models, unless e.g. the color symmetry is extended to
SU(3)L×SU(3)R in the strong sector, thus providing an axial resonance which can significantly
contribute to the top AFB. We also showed that the axial resonance, whose couplings to quarks
reproduce the observed top asymmetry, induces a negative contribution to the lepton-based
AFB in tt¯ events and an O(10%) AFB for mbb¯ & 600GeV in bottom pair production at the
Tevatron, as well as an excess of tt¯ pairs relative to the SM potentially visible at the LHC
8TeV run.
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A Boundary conditions of 5D fermion fields
We describe the boundary conditions (BCs) on the 5D fermion fields defined in Eqs. (1) and
(2) which lead to the SM chiral spectrum in 4D. We focus only on the LH sectors where the
EW representations of the 5D fermions are larger than the corresponding SM representations
in 4D. The extra chiral zero modes are removed from the low energy spectrum by mean of the
following BCs for all three generations 8
QU =
(
u1L [++] XL [−+]
d1L [++] UL [−+]
)
, QD =
(
DL [−+] u2L [++]
SL [−+] d2L [++]
)
, (47)
L =
(
νL [++] FL [−+]
eL [++] NL [−+]
)
, (48)
where a + (−) denotes a Neumann (Dirichlet) BC and the first (second) sign corresponds to
the UV (IR) brane. Only the lower case components, which satisfy a Neumann BC on both
branes, have a zero mode identified to the chiral SM fermions. Notice that QU,D and L satisfy
Neumann BC on the IR brane, thus preserving the full EW bulk symmetry. On the UV brane,
BCs are Neumann for components with hypercharge Y ≡ T 3R+X = 1/6 for QU,D and Y = −1/2
for L, while all other components have Dirichlet BCs. This explicitly breaks SU(2)R×U(1)X
but preserves SU(2)L×U(1)Y in the UV.
The BCs in Eq. (47) lead however to two LH quark zero mode doublets per generation,
q1L ≡ (u1L, d1L) and q2L ≡ (u2L, d2L). In order to decouple the extra quark doublets we introduce,
for each generation, one 4D RH doublet χR localized on the UV brane, which marries a linear
combination of q1,2L through a heavy mass mUV ∼ k as
LUV ⊃ mUVχ¯R(q1L sinα− q2L cosα)|z=R + h.c. , (49)
8We only write the BCs for the Weyl spinors sharing the same chirality as the zero mode. The KK partners
of opposite chirality have opposite BCs, see e.g. Ref. [10].
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For simplicity we assume a trivial flavor structure for mUV and the angle α. The linear com-
bination (q1L sinα − q2L cosα) of would-be zero mode doublets decouples at low energies, while
the orthogonal combination remains massless and is identified with the SM quark doublet.
B Vector and axial KK gluon properties
B.1 KK decompositions and couplings to SM-like quark zero modes
We present here the KK decompositions of the gauge and fermion 5D fields which allow to
derive the couplings relevant for the phenomenology discussed in the main text. We work with
the 5D metric defined in Section 2. All 5D fields are decomposed as
Φ(x, z) =
∑
n
ψΦn(z)Φ
n(x) , (50)
where Φn(x) are 4D KK modes and ψΦn(z) are the corresponding wavefunctions characterizing
the KK mode’s profiles along the extra dimension. The wavefunctions are obtained by solving
the bulk equations of motion (EOM) for the 5D field Φ(x, z) (see e.g. Ref. [12]).
If a 5D fermion field f has Neumann boundary conditions both on the UV and IR branes,
there is a 4D chiral zero mode whose wavefunction is
ψf0(cf , z) = R
′3/2k2
( z
R′
)2−cf
χf , χf =
√
1− 2cf
1− exp[−ξ(1− 2cf )] , (51)
which satisfies the following normalization condition9
∫ R′
R
dzψf0(cf , z)
2/(kz)4 = 1. cf is the
fermion bulk mass (expressed in units of k) and ξ ≡ log(R′/R). Similarly, the 5D scalar field
S and gauge field Vµ zero modes are
10
ψS0(βS, z) =
(
2(1 + βS)
1− eξ(2+2βS)
)1/2 ( z
R′
)2+βS
R′k3/2 , ψV 0(z) =
(
k
ξ
)1/2
, (52)
respectively. βS ≡
√
4 +m2S/k
2, where is mS the scalar field’s bulk mass. The wavefunctions
are normalized as
∫ R′
R
dzψS0(z)
2/(kz)3 = 1 and
∫ R′
R
dzψV 0(z)
2/(kz) = 1.
Wave functions of the gauge field KK modes are
ψV n(z) =
z
NVn
[J1(m
V
n z) + b
V
n Y1(m
V
n z)] , (53)
where Jp(x) and Yp(x) are order p Bessel functions of the first and second kind, respectively.
NVn are constants set to
(NVn )
2 =
1
2
[
R′2
(
J1(m
V
nR
′) + bVn Y1(m
V
nR
′)
)2 −R2 (J1(mVnR) + bVn Y1(mVnR))2] (54)
by the orthonormality condition
∫ R′
R
dzψV nψVm/(kz) = δnm. The constants b
V
n and the KK
masses mVn depend on the boundary conditions. For 5D field satisfying Neumann conditions
on both boundaries (such as SU(3)V gauge fields) they are set by
J0(m
V
nR)
Y0(mVnR)
=
J0(m
V
nR
′)
Y0(mVnR
′)
= −bVn . (55)
9We neglect potential kinetic terms localized on the branes throughout.
10The fifth component of 5D gauge field V5 yields a set of 4D scalar modes. For boundary conditions allowing
for a massless 4D gauge zero mode, a massless zero mode for V5 is forbidden. Moreover all KK modes of V5 are
not physical and can be identified to the longitudinal polarizations of the 4D gauge KK modes [79].
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In particular the lightest KK mass is mV1 ≃ 2.45/R′ ≡ mV . On the other hand for 5D fields
satisfying a Dirichlet condition on the UV brane and a Neumann one on the IR brane (such as
the axial gauge fields of the coset SU(3)L×SU(3)R/SU(3)V ), one has
J1(m
V
nR)
Y1(mVnR)
=
J0(m
V
nR
′)
Y0(mVnR
′)
= −bVn . (56)
Notice that the above KK wavefunctions are obtained in the absence of spontaneous symmetry
breaking (SSB) effects. In the case of the axial KK modes living in SU(3)L×SU(3)R/SU(3)V ,
an additional source of breaking arises from the φ ∼ (3, 3¯) scalar VEV which modifies the
quadratic part of the 5D gauge fields EOM and thus affects the wavefunctions of the axial KK
modes. There is in general no analytic solution for the KK wavefunctions in this case and one
has to solve the bulk EOM numerically [50]. However, in the limit where the SSB scalar VEV
vφ is much smaller than the lightest KK mass, the former can be treated perturbatively and
the above expressions for the KK gauge wavefunctions are a good approximation to the exact
ones up to corrections of O(v2φ/m2V ).
The 5D gauge fields Gµ of SU(3)V and Aµ of SU(3)L×SU(3)R/SU(3)V are related to the
original 5D fields ALµ and A
R
µ associated with the bulk symmetry SU(3)L and SU(3)R, respec-
tively, as
Gµ = cA
L
µ + sA
R
µ , Aµ = −sALµ + cARµ , (57)
where c ≡ gR/
√
g2L + g
2
R and s ≡ gL/
√
g2L + g
2
R, with gL (gR) the 5D gauge coupling in units
of k−1/2 associated with the SU(3)L (SU(3)R) bulk symmetry. The 5D fields Gµ and Aµ are
associated with the 5D gauge couplings gLgR/
√
g2L + g
2
R and
√
g2L + g
2
R, respectively, and they
have the following KK decompositions
Gµ(x, z) = ψV 0(z)gµ(x) +
∑
n≥1
ψGn(z)G
n
µ(x) , Aµ(x, z) =
∑
n≥1
ψAn(z)A
n
µ(x) , (58)
where the zero mode gµ(x) is identified with the QCD massless gluon, whose wavefunction is
ψV 0(z) is constant and given at tree-level by Eq. (52). The KK wavefunctions ψGn(z) (ψAn(z))
are given by Eqs. (53)-(54) and Eq. (55) (Eq. (56)).
One combination of the two 5D gauge couplings of the color sector is set by the 4D gauge
coupling of QCD gs(µ ≃ 1/R′) ≃ 1 through the following matching condition [80]
1
g2s
= ξ
(
1
g2V
+
bQCD
8π2
)
+
1
g2UV
+
1
g2IR
, (59)
where
gV ≡ gLgR√
g2L + g
2
R
, (60)
and bQCD = −7 is the one-loop coefficient of the β-function to which only elementary fields
contribute to and gUV (gIR) denotes eventual gauge kinetic term contributions on the UV (IR)
brane. In the absence of brane gauge kinetic terms (gUV = gIR → ∞), one finds gV ≃ 3
at one-loop [81]. The higher value of gV in Eq. (7) can be obtained through e.g. adding a
UV kinetic term of gUV ≃ 0.7 (leaving gIR → ∞). The other combination of 5D color gauge
couplings t ≡ gL/gR is left as a free parameter.
Couplings between gauge KK modes and the quark zero modes are obtained by performing
overlap integrals over the extra dimension, which involve the appropriate wavefunctions and
metric factors. The coupling of first SU(3)V KK mode G
1
µ to the chiral zero-mode fermion
current f¯γµf is
gVf ≡ gV
∫ R′
R
dz (kz)−4ψf0(cf , z)
2ψV 1(z) , (61)
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while the first axial KK mode A1µ coupling to zero-mode fermions is
gAf ≡ gV s(t)
∫ R′
R
dz (kz)−4ψf0(cf , z)
2ψA1(z) . (62)
The above KK couplings are well approximated by [15]
gVf ≃ gV
[
χ2fγf − ξ−1
]
, gAf ≃ gVf s(t) , (63)
where γf ≡
√
2x1
J1(x1)
∫ 1
0
dxx1−2cfJ1(x1x) ≃ 2.3/(3 − 2cf), x1 ≃ 2.4 being the first zero of the J0
Bessel function, J0(x1) = 0.
B.2 Vector/axial mass splitting
We observe that δm2 ≡ m2A − m2V receives sizable contributions from the necessary breaking
of SU(3)L×SU(3)R in the IR. This contribution to the mass splitting is parametrically larger
than the one arising from the breaking on the UV boundary. We estimate the mass splitting
when the IR breaking is realized by the VEV of an EW singlet φ ∼ (3, 3¯), as assumed in the
text. We parameterize the φ VEV as 〈φ〉 = vφλ0, with λ0 ≡ 13×3, and we pursue a perturbative
treatment of the latter assuming vφ . mV . At leading order in VEV insertion, we find
δm2 ≃ (g2L + g2R)v2φOA(βφ). (64)
OA(βφ) is the overlap integral between the colored scalar VEV and the axial KK-gluon, which
is defined as
OA(βφ) =
∫ R′
R
dz(kz)−3 ψφ(βφ, z)
2ψA1(z)
2 , (65)
where ψφ(βφ, z) and ψA1(z) are the colored scalar VEV and axial KK-gluon profiles, respectvely,
and βφ controls the localization of the VEV profile along the extra dimension. We findOA(βφ) =
2 for an exactly IR-brane localized scalar, while OA(βφ) ≃ 1 for βφ = 0. We argue that the top
mass yields a lower bound on the φ VEV’s size. Following notations of Section 2, the top mass
is approximately mt ∼ Y∗v(vφ/Λ)χQ3χU3/
√
2 where v ≃ 246GeV is the SM-like Higgs VEV
and Y∗ is the anarchic Yukawa. Λ ∼ NKKk is the 5D cut-off scale, where NKK is the number
of perturbative KK states in the low-energy effective theory. Naive dimensional analysis [82]
(NDA) estimates the maximal perturbative Yukawa to be Y∗ . 16π2/
√
Nc which, in turn,
implies
vφ
Λ
& 10−2
(
16π2/
√
Nc
Y∗
)
(66)
assuming a fully composite top, i.e. χQ3 ≃ χU3 ∼ O(1). The gauge couplings gL,R are related
to the 5D vector KK-gluon coupling gV as g
2
L + g
2
R = g
2
V (1 + t
2)/t. We thus find the following
estimate for the axial/vector KK mass splitting
δm2
m2V
≃ g2V (t+ t−1)N2KK
(vφ
Λ
)2
& 0.1 , (67)
assuming NKK = 3, t ≃ 1 and a maximal gauge coupling of gV ∼ 4π/
√
NKK ≃ 7. The
parameters’ choice in Eq. (7) is consistent with the above estimate.
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C Kaon physics in anarchic SU(3)L×SU(3)R models.
We consider the flavor phenomenology of warped models based on the extended bulk gauge
symmetry SU(3)L×SU(3)R. In contrast with the peculiar flavor ansatz assumed in the text,
we address below the status of this type of models in the limit where the fundamental flavor
parameters are anarchic. We assume that all LH and RH SM fermions are embedded in (3, 1)
and (1, 3) of the extended color group, respectively. We focus on both direct and indirect
CPV observables in Kaon system as they provide the most severe constraints to anarchic
warped/composite models where the color bulk gauge symmetry is simply SU(3)V . We refer
below to this type of models as arnarchic RS. The above extended color symmetry was already
put forward by the authors of Ref. [17] as a solution to the in ǫK problem in flavor anarchic
scenarios. We analyze in details the contributions to ǫK as well as ǫ
′/ǫK in anarchic scenarios
based on the coset SU(3)L×SU(3)R/SU(3)V . The extended symmetry is broken in the UV
regime and we assume this breaking is realized by appropriate boundary conditions on the UV
brane. In order for SM fermion masses to arise the same symmetry must also be broken in the IR
and we consider two distinct breaking mechanisms to achieve so. First of all, as in the main text
of the paper, we assume existence of a bulk scalar φ, singlet of the EW group and transforming
as (3, 3¯) under SU(3)L×SU(3)R. In that case, we demonstrate that no parametric improvement
relative to the usual anarchic warped scenario is obtained regarding CPV in K−K¯ mixing. We
then consider a case where the SM-like bulk Higgs scalar is charged under the extended color
group and transforms as a (3, 3¯, 2, 2¯)0 of the full bulk gauge symmetry. By computing the NP
contributions to ǫK and ǫ
′/ǫK arising in that case, we show that no significant improvement is
obtained when both constraints are combined.
C.1 IR breaking of SU(3)L×SU(3)R from an EW singlet VEV
NP contributions to ǫK arises at tree-level through FCNCs mediated by both the vector and
axial KK-gluons. ǫK is dominated by the Wilson coefficient C
4
K , which is chirally enhanced and
is estimated to be [14, 17]11
C4K ∼ g2V χQ1χD1χQ2χD2
(
1
m2V
− 1
m2A
)
≃ g2V χQ1χD1χQ2χD2
δm2
m4V
, (68)
with δm2 ≡ m2A −m2V ≪ m2V and χf is the value of the SM fermion f profile on the IR brane.
The C4K contribution is suppressed relative the case with no extended color symmetry (obtained
in the limit mA → ∞) provided the axial KK-gluon is degenerate with the vector KK-gluon,
δm2 ≪ m2V [17]. We argued in Appendix B.2 that this splitting is constrained to be sizable
by the large top mass, with δm2/m2V & O(0.1), thus limiting already the suppression in CK4 .
Moreover we now show that this does not lead to an improvement on the associated bound
on the KK scale, relative the anarchic RS model. All chirality flipping operators much involve
an appropriate power of the scalar fiel φ, due to the fermion embedding under the extended
color group. In particular Yukawa interactions are suppressed by one power of φ VEV, such
that ǫK contributions in Eq. (68) is independent on the spurion VEV 〈φ〉 after trading the
“compositeness” factors for the SM quark masses. We thus find
C4K ≃
2g2V
m2V
mdms
Y 2v2v2φ
δm2
m2V
≃ RA ×
(
C4K
)
RS
, where RA ≡ g
2
V (t+ t
−1)Λ2
m2V
(
YRS
Y
)2
(69)
and (C4K)RS is the C
4
K expression found in anarchic RS model with SU(3)V color symmetry in
the bulk [14]. The size of RA is rather model dependent but it can be estimated from NDA.
11γf factors parameterizing the SM fermion to KK-gluons overlap are implicit.
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Assuming a bulk Higgs field we find the following NDA values for the 5D Yukawa couplings:
Y ∼ 16π/√Nc and YRS ∼ 4π/
√
NKK. Noting that t + t
−1 ≥ 2, gV & 3 [81], and using
Λ ∼ NKKmV we find RA ≃ 3NKK/4 ∼ O(1) for a minimal value of NKK = 2. We conclude
that when the extended color symmetry is broken by an EW singlet scalar VEV, no parametric
improvement relative to anarchic warped model with only one color SU(3) group is obtained in
ǫK .
C.2 IR breaking of SU(3)L×SU(3)R from a colored Higgs VEV
We now consider the case where the extended color symmetry is broken in the IR by a colored
Higgs VEV. We parameterize the 72 real components of H ∼ (2, 2¯, 3, 3¯)0 as
H − 〈H〉 = (h + ih˜)σ
0λ0√
12
+ (χi + iχ˜i)
σiλ0√
12
+ (φa + iφ˜a)
σ0λa
2
√
2
+ (ψai + iψ˜
a
i )
σiλa√
12
, (70)
where i = 1, 2, 3 and a = 1, . . . 8, σi and λa are the Pauli and Gell-Mann matrices, respectively,
normalized such that Tr(σiσj) = 2δij and Tr(λaλb) = 2δab, and σ0 = 12×2 and λ0 = 13×3.
The Higgs VEV is 〈H〉 = (v/√12)σ0λ0, with v ≃ 246GeV. Notice that H no longer spans
a pseudo-real irreducible representation due its color charges, so the Higgs field kinetic term
is LHkin =tr|DµH|2 and all components in Eq. (70) are canonically normalized fields. There
are eight color singlets and eight octets, half of each are electrically neutral. The neutral and
charged states will yield different flavor spurions, namely Y 3D and Y
2
DYU , respectively. Under
the flavor anarchy assumptions there is an unknown relative phase between these two flavor
structures, so the neutral and charged contributions cannot be combined. Barring accidental
cancellations, considering only one of the two contribution is a well representative and conser-
vative choice. We choose to focus on the Y 3D contribution for simplicity.
C.2.1 Indirect CPV: ǫK
We start with evaluating the tree-level contribution to ǫK . The NP contribution to C
4
K as
expressed in Eq. (68) still holds, but with a mass splitting of
δm2 ≃ (g
2
L + g
2
R)
6
v2OA(β), (71)
where β controls the localization of the Higgs VEV along the fifth dimension. The resulting
C4K coefficient after the SM quark mass replacement is
C4K
(C4K)RS
≃ g
2
V (t + t
−1)v2OA(β)
m2V
(
YRS
Y
)2
, (72)
which is parametrically suppressed with respect to anarchic RS models. Assuming an IR-brane
localized Higgs the suppression factor is at most
C4K
(C4K)RS
∣∣∣∣
IR
& 0.5×
(
2TeV
mV
)2 (gV
3
)2
, (73)
where we assumed Y ≃ YRS, as suggested by NDA. Following Ref. [83], this translates into the
following bound on the KK scale
mǫKV
∣∣
IR
& 3.8TeV
(
3
Y
)1/2 (gV
3
)
, (74)
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Figure 6: Kaon physics’ bounds on the KK scalemV as a function of t ≡ gL/gR in flavor anarchic
warped models based on the extended color symmetry SU(3)L×SU(3)R. The continuous curve
corresponds to the lowest ǫK bound for an IR-localized colored Higgs field, while the dashed
curve shows the combined lowest bound from ǫK and ǫ
′/ǫK in the case of a bulk Higgs with
β = 0. The weakest bounds are obtained for gL = gR.
where we assumed the Yukawa coupling saturates its perturbative value Y . 2π/NKK ≃ 3 for
NKK = 3. Notice that the suppression factor is maximal for t = 1; We show in Fig. 6 how the
bound on the KK scale is worsened when moving away from this limit.
As already observed in Ref. [81], flavor constraints are typically relaxed when the Higgs
field propagates in the bulk thanks to a smaller overlap between the KK states and the Higgs
VEV and a 5D Yukawa coupling. For a Higgs field maximally delocalized in the bulk (β = 0),
as arises in gauge-Higgs unification models, C4K is further suppressed by a factor ∼ 2 compared
with the IR Higgs case above
C4K
C4 RSK
∣∣∣∣
bulk
≃ 0.25 C
4
K
C4 RSK
∣∣∣∣
IR
. (75)
The above bound on the KK scale is relaxed to
mǫKV
∣∣
bulk
&
5.2TeV
Y 1/2
(gV
3
)
≃ 1.9 TeV
(
7
Y
)1/2 (gV
3
)
, (76)
where Y ∼ 4π/√NKK ≃ 7 is the maximal perturbative value for a bulk Higgs. The above
bound from ǫK alone in the bulk Higgs case is weaker than that of EWPTs (mV & 3TeV
typically); this is partially due to the extended color symmetry in the bulk. As observed in
Ref. [83], the large Yukawa coupling used to relax ǫK in the bulk Higgs case is potentially in
tension with indirect CPV in Kaon decay. We thus discuss now contributions to ǫ′/ǫK .
C.2.2 Direct CPV: ǫ′/ǫK
NP contributions to direct CPV in the K0 → π+π− decay channel arise from flavor violating
chromomagnetic dipole operators like
OG = gss¯RσµνGµνdL , (77)
O′G = gss¯LσµνGµνdR , (78)
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Figure 7: One-loop diagrams contributing to the chromomagnetic operator OG relevant to
direct CP violation in Kaon decay. The required chirality flip is implicit and we only consider
diagrams where down-type KK states d(n) yielding a Y 3D contribution run in the loops. The
right-hand side diagram is absent for color singlet scalars.
where Gµν is the gluon field strength and gs the QCD gauge coupling. Since flavor violation is
only mediated by the 5D anarchic Yukawa the dominant contribution to the Wilson coefficients
CG and C
′
G arises at one-loop through diagrams where the Higgs states and KK-fermions run
in the loop. We only consider contributions where KK-fermions of first KK level are running in
the loops. As argued above we focus on one-loop contributions which only involve (electrically)
neutral Higgs states. When the Higgs field is charged under QCD we find two one-loop dia-
grams which match onto the above operators, as shown in Fig. 7. We define CG = C
(1)
G + C
(2)
G
and similarly C ′G = C
′ (1)
G +C
′ (2)
G , where the first (second) term denote the contribution from the
left-hand (right-hand) side of Fig. 7. The radiative contributions depend on the SM fermion
embedding. We assume first that the LH and RH first two-generation SM fermions are respec-
tively embedded in (2, 1) and (1, 2) representations of the EW custodial group SU(2)L×SU(2)R;
We will discuss other choices of representation below. Following Ref. [83] we find the following
contribution from the left-hand side diagram of Fig. 7 after replacing the compositeness factors
by appropriate SM masses and CKM mixings12
C
(1)
G ≃ −msVus
Y 2
64π2m2V
Oβ
( ∑
i=singlets
ci −
∑
i=octets
ci
)
(79)
where first (second) term originates from color singlet (octet) scalar components and ci =
(1, 1, 1/3, 1/3) for i = h, χ3, h˜, χ˜3 and i = φ, ψ3, φ˜, ψ˜3. The ci’s characterize the coupling strength
of the scalar states to fermions relative to the SM-like Higgs (h) coupling. Oβ parameterizes
the Higgs VEV profile overlap with the KK state wavefunctions. As showed in Ref. [48] it
significantly depends on the Higgs field localization parameter β. For large values of β & O(10)
mimiking a Higgs field quasi-localized on the IR-brane, with a profile width d . 1/mV yet larger
than the inverse 5D cut-off scale, Oβ ∼ O(1). In contrast, for a maximally delocalized Higgs field
(β = 0)Oβ ≃ 0.1 leading to significant suppression of the dipole amplitude relative the IR Higgs
case [48]. C
′ (1)
G is obtained from the C
(1)
G through the replacements msVus → md/Vus. We find
that the singlet and octet states yield contribution of the same magnitude but with a relative
sign, so that C
(1)
G = C
′ (1)
G ≃ 0. The extra minus sign orignates from the color contraction
relevant to the octet scalar contributions∝ T bT aT b = −T a/2Nc, while singlet contributions
are simply ∝ T a. The factor of 2Nc difference between octet and singlet contributions is
12We assumed the mass of the first KK fermions is the same of the KK scale, which is a good approximation in
the anarchic case for KK partners of the first two generation quarks relevant to the loop amplitude considered.
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compensated by the fact that octet couplings to fermions are
√
2Nc larger than the singlet
couplings, as it can be seen from Eq. (70). Only color octet states contribute to the right-hand
side diagram of Fig. 7. We find the following contribution to the Wilson coefficients:
CG ≃ C(2)G ≃ msVus
9Y 2
64π2m2V
Oβ
∑
i=octets
ci = msVus
3Y 2
8π2m2V
Oβ , (80)
and C
′ (2)
G is obtained from C
(2)
G through the replacement msVus → md/Vus. Only the h and χ˜3
states in Eq. (79) contribute to the anarchic RS result, yet with different couplings to fermions:
cRSh = 6 and c
RS
χ˜3 = 2. We thus find
CRSG ≃ −msVus
Y 2
8π2m2V
Oβ . (81)
We note that this result is a factor of 2/3 smaller than that of Ref. [83]. We thus find that
the chromomagnetic dipole contribution to ǫ′/ǫK arising from the colored Higgs is enhanced
compared to the anarchic RS result of Eq. (81) by a factor of 3. Following Ref. [83], this yields
the following bounds for both the quasi-localized IR-Higgs and β = 0 bulk Higgs cases
m
ǫ′/ǫ
V
∣∣
IR
& 5.4Y TeV , m
ǫ′/ǫ
V
∣∣
bulk
& 1.7Y TeV . (82)
We have moreover considered different sets of irreducible representations where all gen-
erations of SM quarks are embedded in L/R symmetric representations of the EW custodial
group [28]. We focused on two cases where the LH and RH down-type quarks are embedded in
(a) (2, 2¯) and (3, 1) + (1, 3) and (b) (2, 2¯) and (1, 1) of SU(2)L×SU(2)R. In both (a) and (b)
cases, we found that the dipole contribution is enhanced by a factor of (1+mcusto/2mV ), where
mcusto is the mass of the additional fermionic (custodian) states relative to the representations
considered above. Since mcusto ≃ mV in anarchic RS, the presence of these extra KK fermion
always enhances the chromomagnetic dipole contributions to ǫ′/ǫK by a factor of ≃ 1.5.
C.2.3 Combined direct and indirect CPV bounds
As first pointed out in Ref. [83], since contributions to ǫK and ǫ
′/ǫK scale differently with the 5D
anarchic Yukawa, they should be jointly considered in order to bound the KK scale. Combining
the indirect and direct CPV bounds derived in Eqs. (74)-(76) and (82)) we find
m
ǫK+ǫ
′/ǫ
V
∣∣
IR
& 6.2 TeV
(gV
3
)2/3
, (83)
m
ǫK+ǫ
′/ǫ
V
∣∣
bulk
& 3.6 TeV
(gV
3
)2/3
, (84)
for the IR-Higgs and bulk Higgs (β = 0) cases, respectively. The above bounds are obtained
upon optimizing for the 5D Yukawa in order to minimize both ǫK and ǫ
′/ǫK contributions; We
find the optimal Yukawa to be
Y
∣∣
IR
≃ 1.1
(gV
3
)2/3
, Y
∣∣
bulk
≃ 2.1
(gV
3
)2/3
. (85)
These results assume t = 1. Moving away from this limit the bound gets stronger, as displayed
in Fig. 6. The above bounds are to be compared with the corresponding combined bound for
the anarchic RS model
(m
ǫK ,ǫ
′/ǫ
V
∣∣
IR
)RS & 12TeV
(gV
3
)1/2
, (m
ǫK ,ǫ
′/ǫ
V
∣∣
bulk
)RS & 5.0TeV
(gV
3
)1/2
. (86)
CPV flavor constraints in the Kaon system in models with an extended color bulk symmetry
are relaxed relative the anarchic RS models. However the amelioration is mild (∼ 30%) for
physically motivated bulk Higgs profile (β = 0). We conclude that a CP problem remains in
the SU(3)L×SU(3)R warped models with flavor anarchy.
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D Colored Higgs mass fine-tunning
Making the Higgs field a bi-fundamental of SU(3)L×SU(3)R introduces new scalar fields coupled
to the SM-like Higgs boson. We show that these states significantly worsen the fine-tuning of
the Higgs mass with respect to the SM case. We extract the quadratic divergences of the Higgs
mass either by calculating the one-loop SM diagrams or using directly the Coleman-Weinberg
(CW) potential [84]. We begin by reviewing the SM calculation of the Higgs mass squared
at one-loop. Explicitly evaluating the SM one-loop diagrams yields the following quadratic
divergences13
δm2h =
Λ2
16π2
[
6λ+
1
4
(
9g2 + 3g′2
)− 6y2t
]
. (87)
The above result is gauge invariant14. The use of the CW effective potential yields
δm2h =
∂2Veff(h)
∂h2
, (88)
with
Veff(h) =
1
2
∫
d4kE
(2π)4
Str log
[
k2E +M
2(h)
]
, (89)
where the super-trace Str runs over all fields whose mass depends on the background value of
h. Evaluating the one-loop integral we find
δm2h =
Λ2
32π2
Str
∂2M2(h)
∂h2
. (90)
Using m2W (h) = g
2h2/4, m2Z(h) = (g
2 + g′2)h2/4, m2t (h) = y
2
t h
2/2, m2h(h) = λ(3h
2 − v2)
and m2χ(h) = λ(h
2 − v2), Eq. (90) reduces to Eq. (87) when each contribution is weighted by
the appropriate number of degrees of freedom. The latter being nW = 2 × 3 = 6, nZ = 3,
nt = 3 × 4 = 12, nh = 1 and nχ = 3. This result is consistent with the diagram computation.
We now consider the extra quadratic divergences arising when the Higgs transforms as H ∼
(3, 3¯, 2, 2¯)0. There are two distinct contributions arising from the axial KK gluon field and the
additional scalar components (beyond the SM Higgs ones). We collectively denote the latter
(h˜, χ˜i, φ
a, φ˜a, ψai , ψ˜
a
i ) by φ. The h-dependent masses are respectively
m2A(h) ≃ 0.96M2KK + (g2L + g2R)
h2
6
OA(β) , (91)
m2φ(h) = M
2
φ + λh
2 (92)
while m2h(h) = λ(3h
2− 2v2) and m2χ(h) = λ(h2− 2v2), as in the SM. M2φ denotes contributions
from sources of SU(3)L×SU(3)R breaking other than the Higgs VEV. We made the implicit
assumption that all scalar profiles are the same as that of the VEV, which should be a good
enough approximation if all scalar masses are much smaller than mV . Using the CW potential
method one finds the following quadratic divergences in the custodial SU(3) model
δm2h = δm
2
h
∣∣
SM
+
Λ2
32π2
[2λ · (1 + 3) + 2λ · (2× 8) + 2λ · (2× 3× 8)]
+
Λ2
32π2
(g2L + g
2
R)
OA(β)
3
· (3× 8)
= δm2h
∣∣
SM
+
Λ2
16π2
[
68λ+ 4
(
g2L + g
2
R)OA(β)
)]
, (93)
13We corrected for a missing factor of 2 in the expression found in Ref. [85].
14This is shown explicitly in calculating the loop amplitude in the Rξ gauge [86]. Since the momentum cut-
off regularization procedure breaks gauge invariance, the result is expected to be gauge dependent; the gauge
independence of the above result may be a one-loop accident [87].
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where δm2h
∣∣
SM
is given by Eq. (87). In units of the scalar and gauge SM contributions, respec-
tively, the two new contributions in Eq. (93) are
Λ2
16π2
× 68λ = 34
3
δm2h
∣∣h,χi
SM
, (94)
Λ2
16π2
× 4(g2L + g2R)OA(β) =
16(g2L + g
2
R)OA(β)
(9g2 + 3g′2)
δm2h
∣∣W±,Z
SM
,
&
64g2VOA(β)
9g2
δm2h
∣∣W±,Z
SM
,
≃ 150
(gV
3
)2(OA(β)
1
)
δm2h
∣∣W±,Z
SM
. (95)
We conclude that taking the Higgs to transform as a (3, 3¯, 2, 2¯)0 worsens the fine-tuning by
about one and two orders of magnitude in the scalar and gauge sector, respectively.
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